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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of audio signal encoding and decoding techniques and to Adaptive
Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) techniques in particular.

Background to the invention

[0002] For the purpose of data compression, samples of a digital audio signal are frequently coded using entropy
coding. However, such samples typically exhibit substantial temporal correlation, leading to redundancy in the com-
pressed stream if they are coded independently. If this redundancy is removed or reduced, the compressed data rate
can be reduced further. For example, in a transform based encoder, the correlation causes the signal power to be
concentrated in a few of the transformed bands, and the remaining, low-power bands can be adequately represented
by a smaller number of bits.
[0003] In an Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) encoder, the current audio sample is predicted
on the basis of previous samples, and the predicted value subtracted from the actual current value audio to leave a
’residual’. An approximation to the residual is communicated over a transmission channel to the ADPCM decoder which
similarly computes a predicted value. The decoder then adds the residual to the predicted value in order to reconstruct
an approximation to the original audio sample. The sequence of residual samples is known as an ’innovation signal’
because it contains that which was not predicted and is therefore new, and the ratio between the audio signal power
and the innovation signal power is termed the prediction gain.
[0004] It is generally desirable to maximise the prediction gain, i.e. to minimise the innovation signal power, in order
to minimise the data rate required to transmit the innovation signal. Linear prediction is almost invariably used and,
according to linear prediction theory, the prediction gain is maximised when temporal correlation has been removed.
This criterion is equivalent to saying that, viewed in the frequency domain, the innovation signal has a white spectrum.
The process of subtracting a linear prediction from the input signal can be expressed as a filtering operation performed
by a filter whose z-transform response is W(z). In order to produce a white innovation spectrum the filter W(z) needs to
have an amplitude response equal to the inverse of the amplitude spectrum of the input audio signal. Frequently, an
adjustable or reconfigurable filter is used in order to follow, at least to some extent, variations in the input spectrum.
[0005] The prediction algorithms in an ADPCM encoder and in the corresponding decoder should be kept in step with
each other so that the decoder can accurately invert the encoder’s prediction processing at all times and there are three
methods of achieving this. A fixed predictor can be used, or the encoder can choose suitable predictor settings from
time to time and communicate these settings to the decoder, or the encoder and decoder can both use a common
method of adapting predictor settings from the innovation signal as conveyed over the transmission channel. This last
method is termed backwards adaptive prediction and the invention concerns a method for backwards adaptive prediction.
[0006] Backwards adaptive prediction requires of the predictor adaptation method not only that it should result in a
predictor having a useful prediction gain, but also that it should be robust against transmission errors. That is, when
implemented in both an encoder and a decoder, the decoder’s prediction settings should converge to those of the
encoder, for example on start up or after a transmission error. Moreover, a transmission error should not perturb the
decoder’s setting more than necessary. It is usual to employ a filter of fixed architecture but with dynamically adjustable
coefficients.
[0007] Prediction filters may be implemented digitally in a transversal (Finite Impulse Response or FIR) or a recursive
(Infinite Impulse Response or IIR) structure, or a combination of both. Known algorithms for adapting or training a filter
include the least-mean-squares (LMS) algorithm of Widrow and Hoff (Bernard Widrow, Samuel D. Stearns in "Adaptive
Signal Processing", Prentice Hall, 1985, ISBN 0-13-004029-0) and its variants. In the context of an encoder, this algorithm
explicitly attempts to minimise the power in the residual signal. In order to keep the adaptations within the encoder and
decoder in step with each other, both must operate from the same signal, and to this end the encoder quantises the
signal for transmission and then uses an inverse quantiser to reconstruct a signal from which both the encoder and the
decoder can adapt their predictors.
[0008] Whether or not in the context of an ADPCM codec, it is conventional to incorporate ’leakage’ into an LMS
implementation, to improve the stability of the adaptation and prevent filter coefficients from wandering in the presence
of arithmetic rounding errors. In an ADPCM codec, however, prediction gain will generally be significantly reduced if
sufficient leakage is applied to provide adequate stability of the adaptation. It would therefore be desirable to provide
high prediction gain while maintaining good stability and convergence properties in the adaptation.
[0009] US 2001/040927 A1 describes an adaptive differential pulse code modulation (ADPCM) system and method
utilizing whitening filter for updating of predictor coefficients. The technique is used for processing digital audio signals
and the adaptation of the predictor coefficients in the ADPCM environment is caused to converge in a rapid and com-
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putationally efficient manner.
[0010] Scott C Douglas et al in "Self-Whitening Algorithms for Adaptive Equalization and Deconvolution", IEEE Trans-
actions on Signal Processing, IEEE Service Centre, New York, US, vol. 47, no. 4, 1 April 1999, XP011058503 describe
algorithms that employ an equalizer as a pre-whitening filter within gradient updates for stochastic gradient adaptive
filters. The self-whitening algorithms provide improved convergence performance for use in equalization and deconvo-
lution tasks.

Summary of the invention

[0011] According to a first aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of adaptively filtering an input
signal having an input spectral dynamic range and related to an audio signal to furnish a partially whitened signal having
a reduced spectral dynamic range compared to the input spectral dynamic range, the method comprising the steps of:

filtering the input signal in dependence on adjustable time-varying coefficients to furnish the partially whitened signal,
the relationship of the partially whitened signal to the input signal being described by a time-varying response W(z);
feeding the partially whitened signal to a first adaptive whitening filter having coefficients that vary with time, the first
adaptive whitening filter filtering the partially whitened signal with a time-varying response F1(z); and,
adjusting the adjustable time-varying coefficients in dependence on the coefficients of the first adaptive whitening
filter.

[0012] The present invention thus employs a filter depending on adjustable time-varying coefficients to furnish a
partially whitened signal and also employs an adaptive whitening filter for performing a further filtering operation. In many
embodiments any signal that results from the filtering by the adaptive whitening filter is not used except internally to
guide the adaptation. Rather, the purpose of the adaptive whitening filter is to provide coefficients which vary with time,
which represent the response F1(z), which depend on the spectrum of the partially whitened signal and which are used
in the step of adjusting. The invention in its first aspect thus allows W(z) to depend on the spectrum of the partially
whitened signal in a controlled manner. This allows the spectral relationship of the partially whitened or ’compressed’
signal to depend in a controlled manner on the spectrum of the input signal, in contrast to prior art methods that provide
a compressed signal which is the output of a whitening filter, and which is fully whitened except for imperfections and
limitations of the whitening filter that may be more difficult to control.
[0013] According to a second aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of adaptively filtering a partially
whitened signal having a reduced spectral dynamic range to produce an output signal having an output spectral dynamic
range which is increased compared to the reduced spectral dynamic range, the method comprising the steps of:

filtering the partially whitened signal in dependence on adjustable time-varying coefficients to furnish the output
signal, the relationship of the output signal to the partially whitened signal being described by a time-varying response
W-1(z);
feeding the partially whitened signal to a first adaptive whitening filter having coefficients that vary with time, the first
adaptive whitening filter filtering the partially whitened signal with a time-varying response F1(z); and,
adjusting the adjustable time-varying coefficients in dependence on the coefficients of the first adaptive whitening
filter.

[0014] In this way, the method allows W-1(z) to depend on F1(z), and hence on the spectrum of the partially whitened
signal, in a controlled manner. If suitably configured, the invention in its second aspect may thus substantially invert the
processing performed by the invention its first aspect.
[0015] In some embodiments, one or more of the adjustable time-varying coefficients are identified with coefficients
of the first adaptive whitening filter, such that the step of adjusting those coefficients is performed by the adaptation
mechanism of the first adaptive whitening filter. That is, an adaptive whitening filter adjusts its own coefficients, and
therefore if these are identified with the adjustable time varying coefficients, for example by using shared memory, then
those other coefficients are adjusted automatically.
[0016] In some embodiments, the step of adjusting comprises copying coefficients of the first adaptive whitening filter
to the adjustable time-varying coefficients. Preferably, the copying comprises scaling a coefficient by a factor γj, where
0.7 < γ ≤ 1 and where the coefficient multiplies a signal sample of the partially whitened signal having a delay of j samples.
This provides a safety margin to ensure that the step of filtering the input signal is minimum-phase, or alternatively that
the step of filtering the partially whitened signal according to the second aspect does not result in excessively high
amplification.
[0017] In the method of the first aspect, the time-varying response W(z) may be decomposed in factors including a
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factor  where 0.7 < γ ≤ 1 and where n is a positive integer. Similarly, in the method of the second aspect, the

time-varying response W-1(z) may be decomposed in factors including a factor F1(z/γ)-n where 0.7 < γ 0 ≤ 1 and where

n is a positive integer. Preferably, the positive integer n is selected from the integers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
[0018] In some embodiments the step of filtering may be performed using a component filter whose response is
proportional to F1(z/γ)-1.
[0019] The method of the first aspect may comprise the further step of feeding the partially whitened signal to a second
adaptive whitening filter, wherein the second adaptive whitening filter filters the partially whitened signal with a time-
varying response F2(z), and wherein the response W(z) can be decomposed into factors including a factor

 for some γ1, γ2 ≤ 1 and integers n1, n2 ≥ 1.

[0020] In a similar manner, the method of the second aspect may comprise the further step of feeding the partially
whitened signal to a second adaptive whitening filter, wherein the second adaptive whitening filter filters the partially
whitened signal with a time-varying response F2(z), and wherein the response W-1(z) can be decomposed into factors
including a factor: 

for some γ1, γ2 ≤ 1 and integers n1 ,n2 ≥ 1.
[0021] Preferably, the second adaptive whitening filter has lower spectral resolution and adapts more quickly than the
first adaptive whitening filter. This allows fast adaptation to sudden changes in broad spectral features of the input signal,
while avoiding stability problems that typically occur when an attempt is made to provide fast adaptation simultaneously
with high spectral resolution.
[0022] It is also preferred that the second adaptive whitening filter has lower spectral resolution than the first adaptive
whitening filter and that n2 > n1. This allows broad spectral features of the input signal to be compressed more heavily
than narrower features, thus avoiding stability problems that typically occur when an attempt is made to provide high
compression with a filter of high spectral resolution.
[0023] In the method of the first aspect, the time-varying response W(z) may incorporate a fixed factor K(z) where K
(z)≠1. Likewise, in the method of the second aspect, the time-varying response W-1(z) may incorporate a fixed factor
K-1 (z) where K(z)≠1. This allows a falling spectral density representative of typical audio signals to be compensated
(or, according to the second aspect, reconstituted) by a fixed filter, the time-varying filters thereby needing to provide
less compression in order reduce the spectral dynamic range of the partially whitened signal to an acceptable level.
[0024] Preferably, the first adaptive whitening filter is an FIR filter that adapts its coefficients based on the method of
Widrow and Hoff.
[0025] Preferably, in the method of the first aspect, the step of filtering comprises the steps of:

generating a predicted sample of the input signal in dependence on previous samples of the partially whitened signal
and on the adjustable time-varying coefficients;
subtracting the predicted sample from a sample of the input signal to furnish a difference sample; and,
deriving a sample of the partially whitened signal in dependence on the difference sample.

[0026] The step of deriving may comprise quantising the difference sample or a sample generated therefrom. The
latter takes account of the fact that the difference sample may be processed before quantisation. Additionally, or alter-
natively, the step of deriving comprises furnishing a normalised version of the partially whitened signal, and the step of
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feeding feeds the normalised version of the partially whitened signal to the first adaptive whitening filter.
[0027] Similarly, in the method of the second aspect, it is preferred that the step of filtering comprises the steps of:

generating a predicted sample of the input signal in dependence on previous samples of the partially whitened signal
and on the adjustable time-varying coefficients; and,
adding the predicted sample to a sample of the partially whitened signal to furnish a sample of the output signal.

[0028] According to a third aspect of the present invention, there is provided an encoder adapted to encode a signal
according to the method of the first aspect.
[0029] According to a third aspect of the present invention, there is provided an encoder having an input for receiving
a signal and having an output, the encoder comprising:

an adjustable filter coupled to the input; and,
an adaptive whitening filter fed in dependence on the output of the adjustable filter, wherein the encoder is configured
to reduce the spectral dynamic range of the signal using the method of the first aspect.

Preferably, the encoder is an Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) encoder.
[0030] According to a fourth aspect of the present invention, there is provided a decoder having an input for receiving
a signal having a reduced spectral dynamic range and having an output, the decoder comprising:

an adaptive whitening filter coupled to the input; and,
an adjustable filter coupled to the output, wherein the decoder is configured to increase the spectral dynamic range
of the signal using the method of the second aspect.

Preferably, the decoder is an Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) decoder.
[0031] According to a fifth aspect of the present invention, a codec comprises an encoder according to the third aspect
in combination with a decoder according to the fourth aspect, wherein the decoder is adapted to produce the output
signal having a spectrum substantially the same as a spectrum of the input signal to the encoder. In this way, the decoder
substantially undoes the actions of the encoder. The qualifier "substantially" serves to emphasise the fact that the
recovered signal may not be identical, since quantisation noise may "fill in" any deep troughs that were present in the
input spectrum. However, the output signal components that are correlated with input signal components should have
the same spectrum as those input signal components. This condition need not apply to noise components, particularly
those that are uncorrelated.
[0032] According to a sixth aspect of the present invention, a data carrier comprises an audio signal encoded using
the method of the first aspect.
[0033] An alternative encoder for encoding an audio signal comprises an adaptive filter that compresses the spectral
dynamic range of an input signal by a substantially constant ratio.
[0034] Using known techniques, such as LMS (with leakage), the compression ratio applied to a "sine-wave" variation
of an input spectrum, for example, is vastly higher when the sine wave is on a high part of the spectrum than when it is
on a low-level part of the spectrum. By comparison the alternative encoder manages substantially similar compression
in the two cases.
[0035] In the alternative encoder a local spectral feature may be compressed by a ratio that does not change by more
than a factor of two when the input signal changes to reduce the spectral density in the vicinity of the feature from 0dB
to -20dB relative to the largest spectral density within the spectrum, and wherein the compression ratio is at least a factor
1.5:1 when said spectral density in the vicinity is -20dB.
[0036] The intention here is that the "local feature" is superposed on either a loud part of the spectrum or a quiet part.
Moreover, the test is actually performed twice, with the signal being either loud or quiet in the region of the feature. The
term "Local spectral feature" might imply a visually identifiable feature, but in the case of a low order filter the compression
will not be able to follow any detail of something "local" nor get the same clear compression. Therefore, what is actually
intended here is that, if one were to take a first spectrum and make a "broad" perturbation in a region of it where the
spectral density is high, and then apply the same perturbation to a second spectrum having a low spectral density in the
same region (e.g. lower by 20dB), then on comparing all four compressed spectra, one would find that the perturbation
has made substantially the same difference in the two cases. For example, the two compressed perturbations might be
within a factor of two of each other.
[0037] As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, the present invention provides an ADPCM encoder and
decoder, the encoder receiving an input signal and transmitting information relating to a quantised innovation signal to
the decoder. The decoder reconstructs a replica of the quantised innovation signal and both the encoder and decoder
train the coefficients of a first adaptive whitening filter having time-varying response denoted by F(z) so as to substantially
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whiten the quantised innovation signal, within the modelling capability of said filter.
[0038] No signal output from this adaptive whitening filter is used for prediction purposes. Instead, the signal path from
the input of the encoder to the quantised innovation signal includes a further filter whose coefficients are continually
adjusted in dependence on the coefficients of the adaptive whitening filter so that the transfer function from the signal
input to the quantiser has a response that includes a factor F(z)n for some n ≥ 1, or alternatively F(z/γ)n where 0.7 < γ ≤
1. The decoder similarly comprises a reconstruction filter whose coefficients are continually adjusted in dependence on
the adaptive whitening filter within the decoder so that the reconstruction filter has a response that includes a factor F
(z)-n or F(zlγ)-n. The adjusting may be accomplished by using the same storage for the coefficients of the further filter or
reconstruction filter as for the adaptive whitening filter, or alternatively by continually copying the coefficients of the
adaptive whitening filter.
[0039] The further filter may comprise n cascaded filters whose coefficients are adjusted in dependence on the coef-
ficients of the adaptive whitening filter. The quantised innovation signal can be normalised to have a reduced dynamic
range relative to the input signal. The encoder and decoder can both use the quantised innovation signal to train also
a second adaptive whitening filter having a different modelling capability from the first adaptive whitening filter. Thus,
the further filter in the encoder then comprises also one or more filters whose coefficients are adjusted in dependence
on the coefficients of the second adaptive whitening filter, and similarly for the reconstruction filter in the decoder.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0040] Examples of the present invention will now be described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings,
in which:

Figure 1 shows a known ADPCM codec with adaptive quantiser, inverse quantiser, predictor and summation nodes;
Figures 2A and 2B show known LMS filter adaptation;
Figure 3A shows a spectrum of a real audio signal, and of the same signal processed by LMS adapted FIR filter
without leakage, and by the invention;
Figure 3B shows a spectrum of a synthetic audio signal, and of the same signal processed by LMS adapted FIR
filter without leakage, and by the invention;
Figure 3C shows a spectrum of a synthetic audio signal, and of the same signal processed by LMS adapted FIR
filter with leakage, and by the invention;
Figures 4A shows adaptive pre-emphasis and de-emphasis according to the invention;
Figure 4B shows implementation of a response F3 as a cascade of component filters having a response F;
Figure 4B shows implementation of a response F-3 as a combination of component filters having a response F-1;
Figures 5A shows adaptive prediction according to the invention;
Figure 5B shows implementation of a response F-3-1 as a combination of component filters having a response 1-F;
Figure 5C shows implementation of a response Fn-1 for general n;
Figures 6A shows an inverse quantiser incorporating the step of adaptation;
Figure 6B shows how filters in the predictor of figure 5A may be trained from a normalised quantised innovation
signal, using the inverse quantiser of figure 6A;
Figure 7A shows two cascaded separately adapted filters used for pre-emphasis;
Figure 7B shows two cascaded separately adapted filters plus a fixed filter used for pre-emphasis;
Figures 8A shows two cascaded separately adapted filters used for prediction;
Figure 8B shows how a response F1.G-2-1 may be implemented using component filters having responses 1-F and
1-G;
Figure 8C shows an alternative implementation of a response F-1.G-2-1 using component filters having responses
F-1 and G-1; and,
Figure 8D shows how a response K-1.F-1.G-2-1 may be implemented using component filters having responses K-
1, F-1 and G-1.

Detailed description of the invention

[0041] The invention will now be described with reference to the figures, in which circles represent arithmetic addition
except where otherwise indicated by a minus sign or a multiplication sign.
[0042] Figure 1 shows in outline the structure of a prior art backwards adaptive ADPCM codec comprising an encoder
101 and a decoder 102. The encoder 101 contains a subtractor 110 that generates a difference signal 153, also known
as an unquantised innovation signal, by subtracting a predicted signal 156 from the encoder’s input signal 151. The
difference signal is quantised by quantiser 120 to furnish a stream of symbols 154. An inverse quantiser 130 reconstructs
a quantised innovation signal (hereinafter referred to as a QIS) 155, this being an approximation to the unquantised
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innovation signal 153. The QIS 155 is then fed to the predictor 140, which furnishes the predicted signal 156 in dependence
on previous samples of the QIS, thus avoiding a delay-free feedback loop. The symbol stream 154 is also conveyed by
a communication path 150 to the decoder.
[0043] The decoder 102 feeds a received symbol stream 154d to an inverse quantiser 130d which furnishes a received
QIS 155d. The received QIS 155d is fed to an adaptive predictor 140d to furnish a predicted signal 156d. The adder
111 adds the predicted signal 156d to the received QIS 155d to furnish the decoder’s output signal 152.
[0044] In a practical system, the communication path 150 often includes an entropy coder followed by a data formatting
unit within the encoder 101, then data storage or a data transmission path to the decoder 102, which in turn unpacks
the data and entropy decodes it if necessary to recover the stream of symbols 154d. These aspects are not the subject
of the invention and so have not been shown explicitly, it being assumed simply that, subject to transmission errors, the
communication path furnishes for the decoder a stream of symbols 154d that is a replica of the symbol stream 154 in
the encoder.
[0045] Thus, in the absence of transmission errors, and subject to appropriate stability and start-up conditions, signals
155 and 155d in the encoder and decoder respectively should be identical, hence the two filters 140 and 140d should
adapt in the same manner and the two predicted signals 156 and 156d should also be identical. It follows that, to the
extent that the quantised innovation signal 155 approximates the unquantised innovation signal 153, the decoder’s
output signal 152 will approximate the encoder’s input signal 151.
[0046] Prior-art adaptation of an FIR predictor by the LMS method of Widrow and Hoff (Bernard Widrow, Samuel D.
Stearns in "Adaptive Signal Processing", Prentice Hall, 1985, ISBN 0-13-004029-0) is now reviewed with reference to
figure 2A. At time-step n, the input signal 251 has sample value xn and the transversal filter 201 of length p computes
the predicted sample yn from the p previous input sample values xn-1 ... xn-p using the formula: 

where Hn,1 ... Hn,p are the p time-varying coefficient values of a prediction filter H at time-step n. The LMS coefficient
adaptation formula is then: 

where:

λ lies in the range 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and controls leakage; λ=0 for no leakage
m>0 controls speed of adjustment
en is the error signal xn-yn furnished by subtractor 210.

[0047] Alternatively, the normalised update formula known as NMLS may be used in order to render the adjustment
speed independent of the overall scaling of the input signal 251: 

[0048] Strictly, z-transform techniques apply only to fixed filters, but if time variation is ignored we can denote the
transfer function of H by H(z). Similarly denoting the transfer function from {xn} to {en} by F(z), we have: 
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[0049] For stationary signals, with λ=0 and with small m, the update formula (2) or (3) adjusts the coefficients of filter
H so as to minimise the mean-square value of {en}. It can be shown that this corresponds in the spectral domain to
whitening the spectrum of {en}, provided the length p of filter H is sufficiently large. Hence we refer to F(z) a whitening
filter, though the whitening is in general imperfect because of the finite length of H. We say that {xn} has been whitened
to furnish {en}, subject to the modelling capability of filter F(z).
[0050] Note that H has no delay-free path, that is H(z) = H1.z-1 + H2.z-2 ... + Hp.z-p with no term in z0, and the same
is therefore true of 1-F(z) or of F(z)-1, a fact that will be used later.
[0051] Figure 2B shows how predictor 240 may be incorporated with adder 211 in a feedback loop, the combination
140 being directly usable in the encoder 101, the decoder 102 containing a replica 140d. The transfer function of 140
is H(z)/(1-H(z)). Then in figure 1, taking into account the feedback via subtractor 110, it can be shown that the total
filtering provided by encoder 101, that is the transfer function from the input 151 to the QIS 155, is 1-H(z), which as
shown above is F(z), a whitening filter. Thus, the architecture of figure 1 whitens the input signal, within the modelling
limitations of the filter H, in order to produce the Quantised Innovation Signal that is transmitted. Equivalently, in the time
domain, the transfer function F(z) attempts to remove temporal correlations that exist in the input signal, and is thereby
termed a decorrelation filter.
[0052] Inspection of figure 2 shows that signal 155 is equal to signal en. Thus in attempting to minimise the error signal
en the adaptation is also attempting to minimise signal 155, which in the context of figure 1 is the QIS. Minimising the
QIS will generally minimise the transmitted data rate and/or maximise the resolution provided by an ADPCM codec, and
the factor by which the QIS 155 is smaller than the input signal 151 is called the ’prediction gain’.
[0053] We now consider the effect of transmission channel errors, which cause erroneous symbols to be received by
the decoder, in turn resulting in disturbances to the output 155d of the decoder’s inverse quantiser 130d. These distur-
bances propagate to the decoder’s output by at least three mechanisms: directly via adder 111, via the signal path of
the predictor 140d and also by perturbing the adaptation of the adaptive predictor 140d, causing the spectral shape of
the decoded output to be altered. It is the object of the invention to minimise the effect of the last of these three disturbance
mechanisms
[0054] In the prior art it is known that the perturbation to the adaptation caused by transmission channel errors can
be reduced by applying leakage or ’damping’ to the predictor’s coefficients, but that such leakage also degrades system
performance when there are no errors (Gibson, J.D. et. al., "Kalman Backward Adaptive Predictor Coefficient Identification
in ADPCM with PCQ", IEEE trans. Communications, vol. COM-28 no. 3, 1980 March). A prior art ADPCM codec using
IIR prediction filters including leakage is described in detail in Recommendation G.722 "7 kHz Audio - Coding within 64
kbit/s", International Telecommunications Union, 1988 & 1993.
[0055] The present invention recognises that the effect of the adaptive predictor in the decoder is to detect small
deviations of the spectrum of the received QIS 155d relative to a completely flat or ’white’ spectrum, and to amplify these
deviations so that is the final decoded signal 152 has the same spectrum as the original signal 151. Thus, although
optimal prediction gain would require almost complete whitening of the QIS, such almost complete whitening would
require the decoder to amplify the remaining small deviations to an excessive extent, also amplifying spectral disturbances
caused by transmission errors.
[0056] Fortunately, it can be shown that a variation of about 12dB in spectral density can be tolerated in the QIS without
significant adverse effect on the prediction gain, though a variation significantly greater than 12dB, except for narrow
bands of lower spectral density, will significantly reduce prediction gain. The invention therefore attempts to compress
the input spectral dynamic range in a controlled manner, such that the range of 40 dB or more found in many audio
signals can be compressed into a smaller range, perhaps of order 12dB.
[0057] If all that were required was compression of a larger spectral range into a smaller one, then the prior art use
of leakage would suffice. However leakage does not perform this compression in an optimal way, as we shall now show.
[0058] In figure 3A trace A (dashed line) shows the spectrum of an original audio signal, having a spectral dynamic
range of nearly 50dB. Trace B (solid line) shows the spectrum after whitening by a 17th order FIR filter. The filter has
been fully adapted by an LMS algorithm without leakage, and achieves a prediction gain of 17.5dB. Fine detail that
cannot be modelled by a 17th order filter is retained in trace B, but the overall downward trend and other broad features
are not visible and a decoder has little or no information on which to reconstruct these aspects. Trace C (thick line), is
a partially whitened spectrum in which the spectral dynamic range has been reduced to about 12dB according to the
invention. The overall trend is visible as are the other broad features, the notch at about 700Hz even being somewhat
exaggerated because of the finite order of the FIR filter. The prediction gain is now 15.9 dB, a sacrifice of 1.6dB relative
to full whitening.
[0059] Figure 3B is similar to figure 3A, except that the original spectrum of trace A is an artificial spectrum chosen to
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lie substantially within the modelling capability of the 17th order filter, which is able to whiten or compress the spectrum
almost completely as shown in trace B.
[0060] In trace C of each of figures 3A and 3B, the invention has been configured to reduce the input spectral input
range by a factor four, so that each 1 dB change in input spectrum causes a change of about 0.25dB in the output
spectrum. If the encoder applies this compression factor of four uniformly throughout the spectral dynamic range of the
input signal, then the action of a decoder should be to expand the changes in the spectrum of the QIS by a constant
factor four, so that each 0.25dB change in the QIS spectrum results in a 1dB change in the output spectrum. Changes
in the received QIS spectrum caused by transmission errors will also be expanded by a factor four. In general the
compression ratio must be chosen as a compromise: a higher ratio causing amplification of errors in the decoder and
a lower ratio resulting in a loss of prediction gain.
[0061] Figure 3C is like figure 3B except that in trace B of figure 3C, leakage is added to the LMS algorithm in an
attempt to provide controlled spectral compression. However, while leakage restrains the prediction filtering from applying
a high gain in frequency regions where the input signal has a low spectral density, moderate leakage has little effect
where the input spectrum is strong. Thus features of trace A in the range 6kHz-11kHz, where the original signal was
weak, are reproduced with only moderate compression in trace B, whereas features in the region 0-5kHz, where the
original signal was strong, have been compressed to the extent that they are scarcely recognisable. For these original
features to be reproduced in the decoded signal 152, the decoder would need to expand the corresponding compressed
features in signal 155d by a large factor, with consequent large amplification of any perturbation of the received com-
pressed spectrum caused by transmission errors. Further, these amplified perturbations to the spectral shape are likely
to occur in regions of high audibility.
[0062] A more nearly uniform compression ratio produced by an encoder according to the invention is shown in trace
C of figure 3B and again in figure 3C. In this case the encoder is configured for a compression ratio of 4:1. The prediction
gain is 11.4dB, a sacrifice of 1.1 dB relative to the 12.5 dB prediction gain of LMS without leakage, trace B of figure 3B.
The leakage used for trace B of figure 3C was adjusted to give the same prediction gain of 11.4dB, so that the performance
of the invention and of the prior-art use of leakage can be validly compared in traces B and C of this figure.
[0063] The invention does not require that the compression ratio provided by the encoder be completely uniform, but
a reasonable design aim is to ensure that the spectral compression ratio provided by the encoder does not vary by more
than a factor two as the input spectral density varies over a useful range of 20dB, for example a range extending from
the highest spectral density in the signal to a density 20dB below that.
[0064] An encoder 401 according to the invention and implementing this controlled spectral compression is shown in
figure 4A, in which solid lines represent signal paths and dot-dash lines represent transfer of coefficients. Quantiser 120
and inverse quantiser 130 are akin to their counterparts in figure 1. Adaptive whitening filter 460, referred to also as a
’training filter’, whitens as far as possible the QIS 155. We denote the time-varying response (transfer function) of filter
460 by F(z), or simply as F. It is the time-varying coefficients that produce the response F that are of interest; the whitened
signal output 456 of filter 460 is not needed and can be discarded as shown; alternatively it need not be produced unless
required for internal use within the adaptation. For clarity, this output 456 will be omitted from subsequent diagrams.
[0065] The coefficients of the training filter 460 are passed along the path 450 and used to configure a forward-path
filter 441 that receives the input signal 151 and furnishes a signal 153 that is fed to quantiser 120. Filter 441 is intended
to implement a response Fn, or an approximation thereto, where n is typically an integer ≥ 1. As F is in general time-
varying, filter 441 has adjustable coefficients that are continually adjusted in order to implement the time-varying response
Fn.
[0066] To analyse the spectral behaviour of this encoder architecture, we assume steady-state conditions and also
that the discarded signal output 456 of the fully-adapted filter 460 is indeed spectrally white, having a spectral density
k where k is constant. Inspection shows that the transfer function from input 151 to the discarded signal 456 has a factor
Fn from filter 441 and a factor F from filter 460 and is thereby F(n+1). It follows that the spectral density D(f) of the input
signal is given by 

from which 

[0067] The spectral density Q(f) of the QIS is given by 
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[0068] The term D1/(n+1) represents a compression factor of (n+1) when the spectral densities D and Q are plotted
logarithmically, for example on a decibel scale as in figure 3 and as will be assumed throughout this document. A
compression factor four would be obtained by setting n=3.
[0069] Given a filter with response F, a filter with response Fn, where n is an integer ≥ 1, may be implemented as n
cascaded copies of F. Figure 4B shows, for the case n=3, a filter 441 implemented as a cascade of three configurable
filters 461, each filter receiving coefficients derived from the adapted filter 460 of figure 4A via the path 450. The path
450 may represent a copying operation performed from time to time, or it may be implemented by sharing the same
coefficient memory between the three filters 461 and the filter 460, so that the coefficients of filter 460 are identified with
at least some of the coefficients of the filter 441. If F represents a transversal (FIR) filter, then another way to implement
a filter Fn is to convolve the coefficient sequence of F with itself, repeated convolution providing longer coefficient
sequences implementing higher integer powers of F. Note that the two methods are not strictly equivalent when time-
variation of the coefficients is taken into account.
[0070] The decoder 402 of figure 4A comprises an inverse quantiser 130d which produces the received QIS 155d,
which is filtered by filter 442 which in turn furnishes the decoded output 152. On the assumption that signal 155d is an
approximation to signal 155, training filter 460d should furnish coefficients similar to those produced by filter 460 in the
encoder, representing a response F. It will be seen that filter 442 should have a response approximating F-n in order
that the decoded output 152 should be an approximation to the encoder’s input signal 151. We now therefore consider
how a response F-n may be implemented.
[0071] As noted earlier, (F-1) and (1-F) are filters that do not contain a delay-free path so that it is legitimate to put
feedback around them. We assume further that F is causal and minimum-phase, so that F-1 and F-n are also causal
minimum-phase filters.
[0072] Under these conditions the architecture of figure 4C implements a filter 442 whose response is F-3. Figure 4C
shows three cascaded sub-filters, each consisting of a subtractor 410 whose output is coupled to its inverting input via
a filter 462 whose response is F-1. Analysis shows that the sub-filter has a response F1 so the sub-filter can be cascaded
n times in order to provide a response F-n. If F is a transversal (FIR) filter, it is straightforward to implement a response
F-1 by deleting the delay-free path in F. Analysis shows further that the architecture of figure 4C correctly inverts the
processing performed by figure 4B even if the filters are time-varying, provided that the filters 462 are updated synchro-
nously with the filters 461. This synchronous updating may be achieved by suitably configuring the copying paths 450
and 450d, or alternatively it may be automatic if memory is shared between the ’F’ coefficients of the filters 461 and
adaptive filter 460, and similarly between the filters 462 and adaptive filter 460d.
[0073] In the codecs of figure 1 and of figure 4A, quantisation errors produced by the quantiser 120 are manifest as
a difference between the quantised innovation signal 155 and the unquantised innovation signal 153. If quantisation
error is modelled as additive noise, this noise will be reproduced in the decoder’s signal 155b and in the case of figure
4A will be spectrally shaped by the decoder’s filter 442, having transfer function F-n This shaping may be considered
undesirable psychoacoustically. In fact the action of encoder 401 can be described as partially whitening the input signal
by means of adaptive pre-emphasis, rather than by prediction. This contrasts with figure 1 in which the decoder 102 will
similarly shape quantisation noise produced by the encoder’s quantiser 120, but in the encoder 101 there is signal
feedback round the quantiser 120 via predictor 140. The effect of this signal feedback is to pre-shape the encoder’s
quantisation noise so as to compensate the filtering 442 in the decoder. Hence spectrally white quantisation noise added
by quantiser 120 will result in additive white noise at the decoder’s output 152.
[0074] In figure 4A, however, there is no signal feedback round the quantiser, only control feedback via path 450. If
desired, error feedback may be applied around quantiser 120 and inverse quantiser 130 using the known technique of
’noise shaping’, in order to achieve the same effect as the shaping just described in relation to figure 1. Alternatively,
noise shaping may be used to shape the noise from quantiser 120 such that the resulting noise at the decoder’s output
152 has some spectrum chosen for minimal audibility. The time-varying response of filter 442 may however be an
unwelcome complication in the design of such noise shaping, so it may be preferred to avoid this variation by using
architecture of figure 5A.
[0075] The codec of figure 5A can be characterised by comparison with the previous discussions of figure 1 and of
figure 4A, since it inherits properties from each of these. Figure 5A can be regarded as an instance of figure 1 in which
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the encoder’s adaptive predictor 140 is implemented by a combination of the training filter 460, the configurable filter
540 and the coefficient copying path 450; similarly in decoding the predictor 140d is implemented as a combination of
460d, 540d and 450d. It follows from the discussion of figure 1 that the encoder 501 and decoder 502 are complementary,
so that output 552 is a replica of input 551, save for the addition of noise introduced by the action of quantiser 120. This
noise can be shaped if desired by applying error feedback (noise shaping) round quantiser 120 and inverse quantiser
130. Moreover, the complementary inverse property is maintained even if F is time-varying, provided that the two filters
540 and 540d are architecturally identical as well having the same response F-n-1.
[0076] Meanwhile, it will be clear that the action of decoder 502 can be made identical to that of decoder 402 if filter
540d is configured to have a response F-n-1 as shown, so that filter 540d and adder 511 in combination implement the
response F-n of filter 442. Since the signal response of encoder 401 is the inverse of the signal response of decoder
402, it follows that the encoders 401 and 501 have identical responses Fn to a signal, and therefore that the codec of
figure 5A operates with the same uniform spectral compression characteristic as does the codec of figure 4A.
[0077] We now consider how the response F-n-1 of filters 540 and 540d may be implemented, taking as an example
the case n=3. Figure 5B shows a method of synthesising a response F-3-1 from three instances of a component filter
562 that has a response 1-F, where as before, F is assumed to have a unity first impulse response so that 1-F can be
implemented with no delay-free path. The coefficients of 1-F can be derived from those of the training filter F by a
incorporating a negation into the copying paths 450 and 450d. Alternatively component filters having response F-1 may
be used, avoiding the need for negation on copying and allowing shared memory as discussed with reference to filters
461 and 462 in figures 4B and 4C. If each component filter 562 has response F-1, then each should conceptually be
followed by a negation, which in practice can be incorporated into a following arithmetic addition node 512 or 513 by
using a node having an inverting input.
[0078] The structure of figure 5B can be generalised to implement a response F-n-1 for other values of n as indicated
in figure 5C, in which the coefficient paths have been omitted for clarity. A filter with response F-n-1, where n≥1, can be
implemented as an initial filter section 541 followed by (n-1) instances of filter section 542, connected in the manner shown.
[0079] In practice, implementation of several copies of a filter having a response F or F-1 is unlikely to result in a
severe load on a typical Digital Signal Processor, which is well suited to the task. The major computational load is likely
instead to be in the adaptation of the coefficients of the training filter 460.
[0080] The adaptation of the training filter 460 may be performed using any of several prior art methods, such as the
normalised least-mean-squares (NLMS) method discussed previously. In some cases it will be necessary to adjust the
adaptation parameters on account of the coefficient feedback path 450 in the encoder. The adaptation may be stabilised
if necessary by adapting the coefficients more slowly, that is, by reducing the parameter m in the adaptation formulas
(2) and (3) displayed earlier. Since the input 155 of the adaptive whitening filter has the benefit of spectral compression
it may be possible to apply moderate leakage without suffering the severe variation in the spectral compression ratio
that results, as noted in relation to figure 3C, when a prior art codec that uses an LMS algorithm with leakage us used
to handle the full spectral dynamic range of a typical audio signal. When the invention is being used, leakage is not the
principal means to control spectral deviations caused by transmission errors, nevertheless some leakage is still useful
to achieve synchronism between the encoder’s and the decoder’s filter adaptation in the presence of arithmetic rounding
errors, and to stabilise the performance generally.
[0081] A plain LMS adaptation algorithm is unable maintain a sensible adaptation rate in the presence of the very
large changes in signal amplitude found in typical audio signals. The NLMS algorithm incorporates normalisation to
address this problem, while the G722 algorithm (Recommendation G.722 "7 kHz Audio-Coding within 64 kbit/s", Inter-
national Telecommunications Union, 1988 & 1993) addresses the problem of dynamic range by considering only the
signs (positive, zero or negative) and disregarding the magnitudes of the signals relevant to the adaptation.
[0082] Another method to cope with wide dynamic range is to feed the training filter from a normalised version of the
QIS. Such a normalised signal will typically be produced within each inverse quantiser of an ADPCM codec as shown
in figure 6A. Here inverse quantiser 630 receives symbol stream 650 which is decoded by a reconstruction unit 631,
typically a look-up table, to generate a normalised signal 652 containing waveform information but having a highly
compressed envelope. Stream 650 feeds also a step size adaptation unit 632, which furnishes a scale factor 653 that
is used by multiplier 610 to multiply signal 652 and thus deliver the correctly scaled QIS 651.
[0083] Figure 6B shows how the encoder and decoder of figure 5A may be modified to take advantage of the normalised
QIS produced by inverse quantiser 630. Here the symbol stream 154 of figure 1 is identified with the stream 650 of figure
6A. In the encoder 601, the inverse quantiser 630 furnishes the QIS 651 which feeds the prediction filter 540, while the
normalised QIS 652 feeds the training filter 460. Similar operations are performed in the decoder 602. The scale factor
653 is used by quantiser 120 as well as internally within the inverse quantiser 630. The effect is as if quantiser 120 had
divided the innovation signal 153 by the scaling factor 632 before quantising, though in practice this division is normally
avoided by scaling the quantisation thresholds instead. The subsequent multiplication 610 within inverse quantiser 630
then restores the correct scaling of the inverse quantised signal 651 as already noted. However the signal 652, having
a highly compressed dynamic range, is available for use by training filter 460 as shown.
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[0084] The normalised QIS 652 will differ spectrally from the unnormalised QIS 651 because in quantiser 120 the
effective division by the time-varying scale factor 653 will generate sidebands; nevertheless the use of the normalised
QIS for training will often be more attractive on grounds of computational efficiency than using a self-normalising adap-
tation algorithm such as NLMS. Normalisation will not normally be instantaneous, and sudden increases in the amplitude
of the original audio signal may cause the signal 652 to take a large value transiently and possibly provoke instability
through excessive adaptation speed. Such transient misbehaviour can be controlled by use of clipping, for example by
clipping the signal 251 in figure 2A to twice its usual rms value, and possibly by further clipping of the error signal en in
figure 2A.
[0085] For the decoder 402 to implement a filter 442 having response F-n, the gain of F must not be zero at any
frequency; moreover F must have a minimum-phase response if F-n is to be a causal and stable filter. The same conditions
are required in the decoder 502. It is known that the LMS and similar algorithms do converge in the mean towards a
minimum-phase response, but as the process is stochastic there is no guarantee that the minimum-phase condition will
not be violated transiently.
[0086] In the z-transform domain, the minimum-phase condition is that the zeroes of F(z) should always lie inside the
unit circle, so that the poles of F(z)-n also lie inside the unit circle. Ideally there should be some safety margin, since
poles close to the unit circle result in high gain in the decoder, and hence amplification of any disturbances to the received
QIS 155d caused by transmission channel errors.
[0087] An example of a signal that may cause trouble is a single sinewave, which theoretically will cause a plain LMS
algorithm to converge to a filter having zeroes of F(z) on the unit circle. Coefficient leakage will restrain the zeroes
somewhat, but leakage alone is not always sufficient and has disadvantages as already mentioned. In the case that
filter 441 is a transversal (FIR) filter, the desired safety margin can be obtained by simple adjustment of coefficients as
they are transferred along the copying path 450, using a technique known as ’bandwidth expansion’ (P. Kabal, "III-
Conditioning and Bandwidth Expansion in Linear Prediction of Speech", Proc. IEEE Int. Conf. Acoustics, Speech, Signal
Processing, pp. I-824-1-827, 2003). According to this technique, the coefficient of z-i is scaled (i.e., multiplied) by γi for
some 0<γ<1. This has the effect of multiplying each zero of the filter 441 by a factor γ, i.e. bringing the zero to a position
closer to the centre of the unit circle. If the unmodified response of the filter 441 was F(z)-n and the response of the
modified filter is F’(z)n, then 

[0088] The replacement of F(z) by F’(z) should of course be made consistently between filters 441 and 442 in the
encoder 401 and decoder 402, implying that this replacement should also apply in filters 461 and 462; similarly the
replacement should be made in filters 540 and 540d. For filters that are not plain transversal filters, the same principles
can be applied, for example a coefficient of zj can be scaled by a factor γi in both the numerator and denominator of a
biquad or other recursive filter. Although the coefficient modification must be applied consistently between an encoder
and a decoder, consistent modification is not required in the different sections of a filter. For example, it may not be
necessary to modify the denominator of a recursive filter F, or alternatively a different modification may be used.
[0089] A suitable value for γ may be found empirically. If γ is too small, prediction gain will be reduced excessively. If
γ is too large, then there may be inadequate safety margin against violation of the minimum-phase condition. A use of
γ<1 also restrains the encoder from placing excessively deep nulls in its prediction filter in the case that the input signal
contains one or more pure sine waves. Such "notching out" in the encoder would require the decoder to provide a very
high resonant peak in its response, increasing the sensitivity to transmission channel errors. Leakage alone will be
ineffective in controlling this behaviour, and a combination of a modest amount of leakage and coefficient modification
using γ is recommended. Bandwidth expansion multiplies the last tap of an n-tap filter by γn and it may be considered
that coefficients that are thus multiplied by a factor of less say 0.5 do not provide enough decorrelation to justify their
computational cost, and a filter with fewer taps should be considered. In practice a value γ = 0.875 has been used for a
fourth order filter or γ = 0.995 for a 64th order filter.
[0090] Typical audio applications benefit from the use of more than one prediction filter, so that a single filter does not
have to address conflicting requirements. For example, speech contains both voiced vowels that have a harmonic
structure, and explosive consonants that cause sudden spectral changes and require rapid adaptation if prediction gain
is to be maintained. The voiced consonants favour the use of a high order filter, for example a transversal filter with
several tens of taps, while the explosive consonants are more suited to a low order filter having lower spectral resolution
but configured for faster adaptation.
[0091] Figure 7A shows an encoder 701 and decoder 702 according to the invention, the encoder containing two
cascaded filters 441 and 741, while the decoder contains corresponding filters 442 and 742. Filters 441 and 442 operate
as was discussed with reference to figure 4, while filters 741 and 742 operate similarly, each being associated with a
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training filter 760 or 760d. Subject to stability conditions and in the absence of transmission errors, the coefficients of
training filter 760d will converge towards the same values as those of training filter 760. We will denote the response of
the training filters 760 and 760d by G(z), where G is time-varying. The coefficients of training filter 760 are communicated
via path 750 to filter 741, which is thereby configured to have a response that approximates Gm, where m is typically an
integer ≥1. Similarly the coefficients of filter 760d are communicated via path 750d to filter 742. With suitable filter
architectures, and under the assumptions that G(z) is causal and minimum-phase, with a first impulse response of unity,
the action of filter 741 having response Gm can be exactly inverted by filter 742 having response G-m even when the
coefficients are time-varying. Because of the variation of coefficients, the order of the filters in the encoder is significant
and the corresponding inverse filters in the decoder should be placed in a reversed order, as shown.
[0092] If the transfer functions F(z) and G(z) were to have the same modelling capability, and if the corresponding
training filters 460 and 760 were to use the same adaptation algorithm, then these training filters 760 and 460 would
converge to have the same response and the architecture of figure 7 would behave in a manner substantially identical
to that of figure 4 but with n replaced by (n+m). Figure 7A is therefore useful when the two filters adapt to different aspects
of the input signal. For example, F might be an FIR filter with a larger number of taps providing higher spectral resolution
and aiming to take advantage of long term correlations, perhaps associated with a pitch period, whilst G(z) might be a
short filter having lower spectral resolution but aiming to equalise a large spectral dynamic range between low and high
frequencies. In this case the forward path filter G(z)m would probably be implemented using a higher power m than the
power n of the forward path filter F(z)n. A higher m, for example m=2 or m=3, helps G(z)m to whiten a signal having a
high spectral dynamic range, where G(z) is a short filter having fast adaptation. Higher n however may induce unstable
adaptation of the longer filter F(z), having regard to the feedback loop within the encoder via the coefficient path 450.
In practice a value n=1 may be sufficient. It is advantageous to place the longer filter F(z)-n prior to a shorter and faster-
adapting filter G(z)m in the forward path of the encoder, so that the long filter, having higher frequency resolution, is able
to process a spectrally pure input signal before the purity has been reduced by sidebands caused by the action of the
rapidly varying filter G(z)m.
[0093] While F(z) may provide high spectral resolution and G(z) may provide speed of response, broad spectral
features that persist for some time may be ’seen’ by both training filters, and therefore corrected by both forward-path
filters F(z)-n and G(z)m. These features will thereby be compressed spectrally in the ratio (m+n+1):1. If this higher
compression spectral compression ratio is considered undesirable, it can be avoided by feeding the training filter 760
not from the QIS but from a signal such as 456 in figure 4 that has been whitened already by the other training filter 460.
However in practice it has been found more satisfactory to discard the signal 456 and train both filters from the QIS as
shown in figure 7A.
[0094] It will be clear that the architecture of figure 7A can be extended to use three or more cascaded filters in the
forward path of the encoder, the decoder containing the corresponding inverse filters in reverse order. There may be
merit in incorporating a fixed filter into the cascade to assist the decorrelation provided by the signal-dependent filter
responses F, G etc.. While some audio signals have a rising frequency spectrum, the majority have a spectrum that falls
above 500Hz or so, at a rate often around 12dB/8ve and sometimes (e.g. on pianos) as high as 24dB/8ve, leading to a
spectral dynamic range of 60dB or more between the loud low frequency content and the quiet high frequency content.
If a range of 60dB is compressed by a factor of, for example, four according to the invention, a spectral range of 15dB
remains, which is larger than desirable for optimal compression. A simple fixed preemphasis filter, for example K(z) =
1 - (15/16).z-1 = 1 - 0.9375.z-1 which provides a near-Nyquist gain of +29.8dB relative to the low frequency gain, will
reduce the spectral range to be handled by the signal-dependent filters to about 30dB, leading perhaps to a compressed
spectral range of 7.5dB, which provides near-optimal prediction gain and hence compression efficiency. Figure 7B is
like figure 7A but incorporates also filter 743 having response K(z) into encoder 701 and filter 744 having inverse response
K(z)-1into the decoder 70. With K(z) incorporated, the complete time-varying forward transfer function of the encoder is
given by: 

or alternatively by 

where γ1, γ2 provide bandwidth expansion, perhaps differently for the two factors F and G as discussed earlier. The
decoder’s response W-1(z) is the inverse of the encoder’s response W(z).
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[0095] As in the decoder 402 of figure 4A, the inverse filters 742 and 442 in the decoder 702 of figure 7A will cause
spectral shaping of quantisation noise introduced by the encoder, a feature that may be considered undesirable. Figure
8A bears the same relationship to figure 7A as figure 5A does to figure 4A, and shows how shaping can be avoided
when multiple filters are used.
[0096] Referring to figure 8A, we note that the combination of filter 840d and the direct path from inverse quantiser
130d to adder 811 in decoder 802 has response F-n.G-m, and is thus equivalent, ignoring time-varying aspects, to the
combination of filters 742 and 442 in decoder 702. On the other hand, by the arguments already used in relation to figure
5A, and subject to stability conditions and to filters 840 and 840d having the same architectures and synchronously
adjusted coefficients, the filtering in decoder 802 inverts exactly the filtering in encoder 801, even when the coefficients
are time-varying. Further by the same arguments used previously, quantisation noise introduced by quantiser 120 is
reproduced at the decoder’s output 852, without shaping.
[0097] Figures 8B and 8C show two examples of filter architectures that may be used to implement filters 840 and
840d having a response F-n.G-m -1, for the particular case {n=1; m=2}. In figure 8B, the filters 862 implement a response
1-G(z). In figure 8C, the processing node 810 is a subtractor and unit 816 performs negation. The component filter 462
implements a response F(z)-1 and each of the two filters 863 implements a response G(z)-1. The ’chassis’ symbol 817
is conceptual and indicates that a zero signal is supplied to the two adders 814 and 815 to which it is connected.
[0098] The ordering of F and G filters is significant, the two architectures of figure 8B and figure 8C both being suitable
for use where F is the longer filter, as it can be shown that when either architecture is used within the encoder 801, the
component filter F will ’see’ a signal equal to the input signal plus quantisation noise, without sidebands introduced by
the time variation of the G filters. To ensure consistency between the two filters 840 and 840d, a single architecture
should be chosen and used to implement both filters.
[0099] It will be clear how the architectures of figure 8B and figure 8C can be extended to accommodate different
values of m and n or a different number of distinct filter responses F, G, etc.. Figure 8D implements three distinct filter
responses F, G and K. It has been assumed that the filter response K(z) is fixed, so the filter 865 is not provided with a
coefficient communication path. In figure 8D, the response K(z) has been implemented first. The position within the chain
of filters of a fixed filter K(z) that does not have narrow or deep response notches is unlikely to raise considerations
related to sideband generation and can be chosen to make the best use of arithmetic headroom or otherwise as con-
venient.
[0100] The present invention allows a partially whitened signal to be generated from an input signal with a time-varying
relationship that depends on the spectrum of the partially whitened signal in a controlled manner. An adaptive whitening
filter is used to guide an adaptation process by providing time-varying coefficients which depend on the spectrum of the
partially whitened signal and which are used for adjustment. As such, the spectral relationship of the partially whitened
or ’compressed’ signal can depend in a controlled manner on the spectrum of the input signal, in contrast to prior art
methods. In a reverse process, the relationship of an output spectrum to the spectrum of the partially whitened signal
may be adjusted in a controlled manner and, if suitably configured, may substantially invert the original processing.
These techniques may be embodied in various encoders, decoders and codec devices. Using one aspect of the present
invention, an encoder for encoding an audio signal can be realised, which uses an adaptive filter to compress the spectral
dynamic range of an input signal by a substantially constant ratio.

Claims

1. A method of adaptively filtering an input signal (151) having an input spectral dynamic range and related to an audio
signal to furnish a partially whitened signal (150) having a reduced spectral dynamic range compared to the input
spectral dynamic range, the method comprising the steps of:

filtering the input signal (151) in dependence on adjustable time-varying coefficients (450) by means of an
adjustable filter (441) to furnish the partially whitened signal (150), the relationship of the partially whitened
signal (150) to the input signal (151) being described by a time-varying response W(z);
feeding the partially whitened signal (150) to a first adaptive whitening filter (460) having coefficients that vary
with time, the first adaptive whitening filter (460) filtering the partially whitened signal (150) with a time-varying
response F1(z); and,
adjusting the adjustable time-varying coefficients (450) in dependence on the coefficients of the first adaptive
whitening filter (460).

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein at least one of the adjustable time-varying coefficients is identified with a
coefficient of the first adaptive whitening filter (460), whereby the step of adjusting is performed by an adaptation
mechanism of the first adaptive whitening filter (460).
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3. A method according to claim 1, wherein the step of adjusting comprises copying coefficients of the first adaptive
whitening filter (460) to the adjustable time-varying coefficients, wherein said copying comprises scaling a coefficient
by a factor yj, where 0.7 < γ ≤ 1 and where the coefficient multiplies a signal sample of the partially whitened signal
(150) having a delay of j samples.

4. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the time-varying response W(z) can be decomposed into
factors including a factor F1(z/γ)n, where 0.7 < γ ≤ 1 and where n is a positive integer selected from the integers 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5.

5. A method according to any preceding claim, comprising the further step of feeding the partially whitened signal (150)
to a second adaptive whitening filter (760), wherein:

the second adaptive whitening filter (760) filters the partially whitened signal (150) with a time-varying response F2(z);

the time-varying response W(z) can be decomposed into factors including a factor 

where γ1 ≤ 1, γ2 ≤ 1, and n1 and n2 are integers satisfying n2>n1≥1; and,

the second adaptive whitening filter (760) has lower spectral resolution than the first adaptive whitening filter
(460).

6. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the step of filtering comprises the steps of:

generating a predicted sample of the input signal (151) in dependence on previous samples of the partially
whitened signal (150) and on the adjustable time-varying coefficients;
subtracting (110) the predicted sample from a sample of the input signal (151) to furnish a difference sample; and,
deriving a sample of the partially whitened signal (150) in dependence on the difference sample,
wherein the step of deriving comprises furnishing a normalised version of the partially whitened signal (150), and
wherein it is the normalised version of the partially whitened signal that is fed to the first adaptive whitening filter
(460) in the step of feeding.

7. A method of adaptively filtering a partially whitened signal (150) having a reduced spectral dynamic range to produce
an output signal (152) having an output spectral dynamic range which is increased compared to the reduced spectral
dynamic range, the method comprising the steps of:

filtering (442) the partially whitened signal (150) in dependence on adjustable time-varying coefficients by means
of an adjustable filter (442) to furnish the output signal (152), the relationship of the output signal (152) to the
partially whitened signal (150) being described by a time-varying response W-1(z);
feeding the partially whitened signal (150) to a first adaptive whitening filter (460d) having coefficients that vary
with time, the first adaptive whitening filter (460d) filtering the partially whitened signal (150) with a time-varying
response F1(z); and,
adjusting the adjustable time-varying coefficients (450d) in dependence on the coefficients of the first adaptive
whitening filter (460d).

8. A method according to claim 7, wherein at least one of the adjustable time-varying coefficients is identified with a
coefficient of the first adaptive whitening filter (460d), whereby the step of adjusting is performed by an adaptation
mechanism of the first adaptive whitening filter (460d).

9. A method according to claim 7, wherein the step of adjusting comprises copying coefficients of the first adaptive
whitening filter (460d) to the adjustable time-varying coefficients, wherein said copying comprises scaling a coefficient
by a factor γj, where 0.7 < γ ≤ 1 and where the coefficient multiplies a signal sample of the partially whitened signal
(150) having a delay of j samples.

10. A method according to any one of claims 7 to 9, wherein the time-varying response W-1(z) can be decomposed into
factors including a factor F1(z/γ)-n, where 0.7 < γ ≤ 1 and where n is a positive integer selected from the integers 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5.

11. A method according to any of claims 7 to 10, comprising the further step of feeding the partially whitened signal
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(150) to a second adaptive whitening filter (760d), wherein:

the second adaptive whitening filter (760d) filters the partially whitened signal (150) with a time-varying response
F2(z);
the response W-1(z) can be decomposed into factors including a factor: 

where γ1 ≤ 1, γ2 ≤ 1, and n1 and n2 are integers satisfying n2>n1≥ 1; and,
the second adaptive whitening filter (760d) has lower spectral resolution than the first adaptive whitening filter
(460d).

12. An encoder (401,501,601,701,801) having an input for receiving a signal and having an output, the encoder com-
prising:

a first adjustable filter (441) coupled to the input; and,
an adaptive whitening filter (460) fed in dependence on the output of the adjustable filter, wherein the encoder
is configured to reduce the spectral dynamic range of the signal using the method of any of claims 1 to 6.

13. A decoder (402,502,602,702,802) having an input for receiving a signal having a reduced spectral dynamic range
and having an output, the decoder comprising:

a first adaptive whitening filter (460d) coupled to the input; and,
an adjustable filter (442) coupled to the output, wherein the decoder is configured to increase the spectral
dynamic range of the signal using the method of any of claims 7 to 11.

14. A codec comprising an encoder (401,501,601,701,801) according to claim 12 in combination with a decoder
(402,502,602,702,802) according to claim 13, wherein the decoder (402,502,602,702,802) is adapted to produce
the output signal (152) having a spectrum substantially the same as a spectrum of the input signal (151) to the
encoder (401,501,601,701,801).

15. A data carrier comprising an audio signal encoded using the method of any one of claims 1 to 6.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur adaptiven Filterung eines Eingangssignals (151), das einen spektralen Dynamikbereich des Eingangs
aufweist und mit einem Audiosignal verwandt ist, um ein teilweise geweißtes Signal (150) zu liefern, das im Vergleich
zum spektralen Dynamikbereich des Eingangs einen reduzierten spektralen Dynamikbereich aufweist, wobei das
Verfahren folgende Schritte umfasst:

Filtern des Eingangssignals (151) in Abhängigkeit von einstellbaren zeitveränderlichen Koeffizienten (450) mit-
hilfe eines einstellbaren Filters (441), um das teilweise geweißte Signal (150) zu liefern, wobei die Beziehung
des teilweise geweißten Signals (150) zum Eingangssignal (151) durch eine zeitveränderliche Reaktion W(z)
beschrieben wird;
Speisen des teilweise geweißten Signals (150) zu einem adaptiven Weißungsfilter (460) mit Koeffizienten, die
sich im Laufe der Zeit verändern, wobei der erste adaptive Weißungsfilter (460) das teilweise geweißte Signal
(150) mit einer zeitveränderlichen Reaktion F1(z) filtert; und,
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Einstellen der einstellbaren zeitveränderlichen Koeffizienten (450) in Abhängigkeit von den Koeffizienten des
ersten adaptiven Weißungsfilters (460).

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei einer der einstellbaren zeitveränderlichen Koeffizienten mit einem Koeffizienten
des ersten adaptiven Weißungsfilters (460) identifiziert wird, wobei der Einstellschritt von einem Adaptationsme-
chanismus des ersten adaptiven Weißungsfilters (460) ausgeführt.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Einstellschritt das Kopieren von Koeffizienten des ersten adaptiven Wei-
ßungsfilters (460) an die einstellbaren zeitveränderlichen Koeffizienten umfasst, wobei das besagte Kopieren das
Skalieren eines Koeffizienten mit einem Faktor γj umfasst, wo 0,7 < γ ≤ 1 und wo der Koeffizient eine Signalabtastung
des teilweise geweißten Signals (150) multipliziert, das eine Verzögerung von j Abtastungen aufweist.

4. Verfahren nach einem beliebigen vorangehenden Anspruch, wobei sich die zeitveränderliche Reaktion W(z) in
Faktoren zerlegen lässt, die einen Faktor F1(z/γ)n einschließen, wo 0,7 < γ ≤ 1 und wo n eine positive Ganzzahl ist,
die aus den Ganzzahlen 1, 2, 3, 4 und 5 selektiert wurde.

5. Verfahren nach einem beliebigen vorangehenden Anspruch, das ferner den Schritt der Speisung des teilweise
geweißten Signals (150) zu einem zweiten adaptiven Weißungsfilter (760) umfasst, wobei:

der zweite adaptive Weißungsfilter (760) das teilweise geweißte Signal (150) mit einer zeitveränderlichen Re-
aktion F2(z) filtert;
sich die zeitveränderlichen Reaktion W(z) in Faktoren zerlegen lässt, die einen Faktor einschließen 

wo γ1 ≤ 1, γ2 ≤ 1, und n1 und n2 Ganzzahlen sind, die n2>n ≥ 1 satisfizieren; und,
der zweite adaptive Weißungsfilter (760) niedrigere Spektralauflösung, als der erste adaptive Weißungsfilter
(460) aufweist.

6. Verfahren nach einem beliebigen vorhergehenden Anspruch, wobei der Schritt der Filterung folgende Schritte um-
fasst:

Generieren einer prognostizierten Abtastung des Eingangssignals (151) in Abhängigkeit von vorherigen Abta-
stungen des teilweise geweißten Signals (150) und von einstellbaren zeitveränderlichen Koeffizienten;
Subtrahieren (110) der prognostizierten Abtastung von einer Abtastung des Eingangssignals (151), um eine
Differenzabtastung zu liefern; und,
Antreiben einer Abtastung des teilweise geweißten Signals (150) in Abhängigkeit von der Differenzabtastung,
wobei der Schritt der Ableitung die Lieferung einer normalisierten Version des teilweise geweißten Signals (150)
umfasst, und
wobei es die normalisierte Version des teilweise geweißten Signals ist, die beim Schritt der Speisung zum
ersten adaptiven Weißungsfilter (460) gespeist wird.

7. Verfahren zur adaptiven Filterung eines teilweise geweißten Signals (150) mit einem reduzierten Spektraldynamik-
bereich, um ein Ausgangssignal (152) mit einem Ausgangs-Spektraldynamikbereich zu produzieren, der im Vergleich
zum reduzierten spektralen Dynamikbereich erhöht ist, wobei das Verfahren folgende Schritte umfasst:

Filtern (442) des teilweise geweißten Signals (150) in Abhängigkeit von einstellbaren zeitveränderlichen Koef-
fizienten mithilfe eines einstellbaren Filters (442), um das Ausgangssignal (152) zu liefern, wobei die Beziehung
des Ausgangssignals (152) zum teilweise geweißten Signal (150) durch eine zeitveränderliche Reaktion W-1

(z) beschrieben wird;
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Speisen des teilweise geweißten Signals (150) zu einem ersten adaptiven Weißungsfilter (460d) mit Koeffizi-
enten, die im Laufe der Zeit variieren, wobei der erste adaptive Weißungsfilter (460d) das teilweise geweißte
Signal (150) mit einer zeitveränderlichen Reaktion F1(z) filtert; und,
Einstellen der einstellbaren zeitveränderlichen Koeffizienten (450d) in Abhängigkeit von den Koeffizienten des
ersten adaptiven Weißungsfilters (460d).

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei zumindest einer der einstellbaren zeitveränderlichen Koeffizienten mit einem
Koeffizienten des ersten adaptiven Weißungsfilters (460d) identifiziert wird, wobei der Einstellschritt von einem
Adaptationsmechanismus des ersten adaptiven Weißungsfilters (460d) ausgeführt.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei der Einstellschritt das Kopieren von Koeffizienten des ersten adaptiven Wei-
ßungsfilters (460d) an die einstellbaren zeitveränderlichen Koeffizienten umfasst, wobei das besagte Kopieren das
Skalieren eines Koeffizienten mit einem Faktor γj umfasst, wo 0,7 < γ ≤ 1 und wo der Koeffizient eine Signalabtastung
des teilweise geweißten Signals (150) multipliziert, das eine Verzögerung von j Abtastungen aufweist.

10. Verfahren nach einem beliebigen der Ansprüche 7 bis 9, wobei die sich zeitveränderliche Reaktion W-1(z) in Faktoren
zerlegen lässt, die einen Faktor F1(z/γ)-n einschließen, wo 0,7 < γ ≤ 1 und wo n eine positive Ganzzahl ist, die aus
den Ganzzahlen 1, 2, 3, 4 und 5 selektiert wurde.

11. Verfahren nach einem beliebigen der Ansprüche 7 bis 10, das ferner den Schritt der Speisung des teilweise geweißten
Signals (150) zu einem zweiten adaptiven Weißungsfilter (760d) umfasst, wobei:

der zweite adaptive Weißungsfilter (760d) das teilweise geweißte Signal (150) mit einer zeitveränderlichen
Reaktion F2(z) filtert;
sich die zeitveränderliche Reaktion W-1(z) in Faktoren zerlegen lässt, die einen Faktor einschließen 

wo γ1 ≤ 1, γ2 ≤ 1, und n1 und n2 Ganzzahlen sind, die n2>n1 ≥ 1 satisfizieren; und,
der zweite adaptive Weißungsfilter (760d) niedrigere Spektralauflösung, als der erste adaptive Weißungsfilter
(460d) aufweist.

12. Codierer (401, 501, 601, 701, 801) mit einem Eingang zum Empfangen eines Signals und mit einem Ausgang,
wobei der Codierer umfasst:

einen ersten einstellbaren Filter (441), der an den Eingang gekoppelt ist; und,
einen in Abhängigkeit vom Ausgang des einstellbaren Filters gespeisten adaptiven Weißungsfilter (460), wobei
der Codierer konfiguriert ist, den spektralen Dynamikbereich des Signals unter Verwendung des Verfahrens
nach einem beliebigen der Ansprüche 1 bis 6 zu reduzieren.

13. Decodierer (402, 502, 602, 702, 802) mit einem Eingang zum Empfangen eines Signals, das einen reduzierten
Spektraldynamikbereich aufweist und einen Ausgang hat, wobei der Decodierer umfasst:

einen ersten einstellbaren Weißungsfilter (460d), der an den Eingang gekoppelt ist; und,
einen einstellbaren Filter (442), der an den Ausgang gekoppelt ist, wobei der Decodierer konfiguriert ist, den
spektralen Dynamikbereich des Signals unter Verwendung des Verfahrens nach einem beliebigen der Ansprü-
che 7 bis 11 zu erhöhen.
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14. Einen Codec, der einen Codierer (401, 501, 601, 701, 801) nach Anspruch 12 in Kombination mit einem Decodierer
(402, 502, 602, 702, 802) nach Anspruch 13 umfasst, wobei der Decodierer (402, 502, 602, 702, 802) angepasst
ist, ein Ausgangssignal (152) mit einem Spektrum zu produzieren, das im Wesentlichen dasselbe wie ein Spektrum
des Eingangssignals (151) zum Codierer (401, 501, 601, 701, 801) ist.

15. Datenträger, der ein Audiosignal umfasst, das unter Verwendung des Verfahrens nach einem beliebigen der An-
sprüche 1 bis 6 codiert ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé de filtrage adaptatif d’un signal d’entrée (151) ayant une dynamique spectrale d’entrée et lié à un signal
audio pour fournir un signal partiellement blanchi (150) ayant une dynamique spectrale réduite par rapport à la
dynamique spectrale d’entrée, ce procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

filtrer le signal d’entrée (151) en dépendance de coefficients réglables variant avec le temps (450) au moyen
d’un filtre réglable (441) pour fournir le signal partiellement blanchi (150), le rapport entre le signal partiellement
blanchi (150) et le signal d’entrée (151) étant décrit par une réponse variant avec le temps W(z) ;
alimenter le signal partiellement blanchi (150) à un premier filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (460) ayant des
coefficients qui varient avec le temps, le premier filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (460) filtrant le signal partiellement
blanchi (150) avec une réponse variant avec le temps F1(z) ; et à
régler les coefficients réglables variant avec le temps (450) en dépendance des coefficients du premier filtre
de blanchiment adaptatif (460).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel au moins un des coefficients réglables variant avec le temps est
identifié avec un coefficient du premier filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (460), ce qui fait que l’étape de réglage est
effectuée par un mécanisme d’adaptation du premier filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (460).

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape de réglage comprend la copie de coefficients du premier filtre
de blanchiment adaptatif (460) sur les coefficients réglables variant avec le temps, dans lequel ladite copie comprend
la mise à l’échelle d’un coefficient selon un facteur γi, où 0,7 < γ ≤ 1 et où le coefficient multiplie un échantillon de
signal du signal partiellement blanchi (150) ayant un retard de j échantillons.

4. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la réponse variant avec le temps W
(z) peut être décomposée en des facteurs comprenant un facteur F1(z/y)n, où 0,7 < γ ≤ 1 et où n est un nombre
entier positif sélectionné parmi les nombres entiers 1, 2, 3, 4 et 5.

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant l’étape supplémentaire consistant à
alimenter le signal partiellement blanchi (150) à un deuxième filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (760), dans lequel :

le deuxième filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (760) filtre le signal partiellement blanchi (150) avec une réponse
variant avec le temps F2(z) ;
cette réponse variant avec le temps W(z) peut être décomposée en des facteurs comprenant un facteur 

où γ1 ≤ 1, γ2 ≤ 1, et où n1 et n2 sont des nombres entiers satisfaisant n2 > n1 ≥ 1;et
le deuxième filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (760) a une résolution spectrale plus basse que le premier filtre de
blanchiment adaptatif (460).
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6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel l’étape de filtrage comprend les étapes
consistant à :

générer un échantillon prédit du signal d’entrée (151) en dépendance d’échantillons précédents du signal
partiellement blanchi (150) et des coefficients réglables variant avec le temps ;
soustraire (110) l’échantillon prédit d’un échantillon du signal d’entrée (151) de façon à fournir un échantillon
de différence ; et à
obtenir un échantillon du signal partiellement blanchi (150) en dépendance de l’échantillon de différence,
dans lequel l’étape d’obtention d’un échantillon comprend la fourniture d’une version normalisée du signal
partiellement blanchi (150), et
dans lequel c’est la version normalisée du signal partiellement blanchi qui est alimentée au premier filtre de
blanchiment adaptatif (460) lors de l’étape d’alimentation.

7. Procédé de filtrage adaptatif d’un signal partiellement blanchi (150) ayant une dynamique spectrale réduite de façon
à produire un signal de sortie (152) ayant une dynamique spectrale de sortie qui est augmentée par rapport à la
dynamique spectrale réduite, ce procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

filtrer (442) le signal partiellement blanchi (150) en dépendance de coefficients réglables variant avec le temps
au moyen d’un filtre réglable (442) pour fournir le signal de sortie (152), le rapport entre signal de sortie (152)
et le signal partiellement blanchi (150) étant décrit par une réponse variant avec le temps W-1(z) ;
alimenter le signal partiellement blanchi (150) à un premier filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (460d) ayant des
coefficients qui varient avec le temps, le premier filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (460d) filtrant le signal partiel-
lement blanchi (150) avec une réponse variant avec le temps F1(z) ; et à
régler les coefficients réglables variant avec le temps (450d) en dépendance des coefficients du premier filtre
de blanchiment adaptatif (460d).

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel au moins un des coefficients réglables variant avec le temps est
identifié avec un coefficient du premier filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (460d), ce qui fait que l’étape de réglage est
effectuée par un mécanisme d’adaptation du premier filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (460d).

9. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l’étape de réglage comprend la copie de coefficients du premier filtre
de blanchiment adaptatif (460d) sur les coefficients réglables variant avec le temps, dans lequel ladite copie comprend
la mise à l’échelle d’un coefficient par un facteur γi, où 0,7 < γ ≤ 1 et où le coefficient multiplie un échantillon de
signal du signal partiellement blanchi (150) ayant un retard de j échantillons.

10. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 7 à 9, dans lequel la réponse variant avec le temps W-1(z) peut
être décomposée en facteurs comprenant un facteur F1(z/y)-n, où 0,7 < γ ≤ 1 et où n est un nombre entier positif
choisi parmi les nombres entiers 1, 2, 3, 4 et 5.

11. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 7 à 10, comprenant l’étape supplémentaire consistant à alimenter
le signal partiellement blanchi (150) à un deuxième filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (760d), dans lequel :

le deuxième filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (760d) filtre le signal partiellement blanchi (150) avec une réponse
variant avec le temps F2(z) ;
la réponse W-1(z) peut être décomposée en facteurs comprenant un facteur :
entiers 

où y1 ≤ 1, γ2 ≤ 1, et où n1 et n2 sont des nombres satisfaisant n2 >n1 ≥ 1; et
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le deuxième filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (760d) a une résolution spectrale plus basse que le premier filtre de
blanchiment adaptatif (460d).

12. Codeur (401, 501, 601, 701, 801) ayant une entrée pour recevoir un signal et ayant une sortie, ce codeur comprenant :

un premier filtre réglable (441) couplé à l’entrée ; et
un filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (460) alimenté en dépendance de la sortie du filtre réglable, le codeur étant
configuré de façon à réduire la dynamique spectrale du signal en utilisant le procédé selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 1 à 6.

13. Décodeur (402, 502, 602, 702, 802) ayant une entrée pour recevoir un signal ayant une dynamique spectrale réduite
et ayant une sortie, ce décodeur comprenant :

un premier filtre de blanchiment adaptatif (460d) couplé à l’entrée ; et
un filtre réglable (442) couplé à la sortie, le décodeur étant configuré de façon à augmenter la dynamique
spectrale du signal en utilisant le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 7 à 11.

14. Codec comprenant un codeur (401, 501, 601, 701, 801) selon la revendication 12 en combinaison avec un décodeur
(402, 502, 602, 702, 802) selon la revendication 13, le décodeur (402, 502, 602, 702, 802) étant adapté de façon
à produire le signal de sortie (152) ayant un spectre essentiellement le même qu’un spectre du signal d’entrée (151)
fourni au codeur (401, 501, 601, 701, 801).

15. Porteuse de données comprenant un signal audio codé en utilisant le procédé selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 6.
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